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• How do existing web-archives 
provide access to their collection 
for research?
• What can we learn from existing 
research initiatives using web 
archives?
• Using personas to evaluate 
software for the discovery, 
delivery & analysis of archived 
web data
Exploring how to pilot access to the 




User requirements for a web archive
Reviewing how existing web archives provide 
access to their collections for research
Eveline Vlassenroot – imec-MICT Ghent University
Different types of access (Winters, 2019) 
1) Read an archived web page
2) Download and manipulate data
3) Availability of appropriate archival frameworks and tools to 
facilitate navigation and research
4) Access facilitated by publication of research findings and data
Winters, Jane (2019). Negotiating the archives of UK web space. In: The Historical Web 
and Digital Humanities: the Case of National Web Domains, ed. Niels Brügger and Ditte 
Laursen. Routledge, Abingdon. 
Different types of access 




Different types of access 
1)
2) Download and manipulate data
3)
4) 
Web archives as datasets
Web Collection: Internet 
Archaeology
Web Collection: Chinese 
Netherlands
Web Archive Austria
Different types of access 
1)
2)
3) Availability of appropriate archival frameworks and tools to 
facilitate navigation and research
4)




4) Access facilitated by publication of research findings and data
Web Archive Datasets in Zenodo & Dataverse
Archives Unleashed Notebooks
What can we learn from existing 
research initiatives using web archives?
Sally Chambers – Ghent Centre for Digital Humanities, Ghent University
Research-use of web archives 
• Awareness raising: web archives as a research resource
• Community building: web archives are complex 
datasets: we don’t need to go it alone
What can we learn 
from existing 
initiatives? 
Research-use of web archives 
• Research collaboration: Research network focusing on Web 
Archives  
• Research infrastructure for the archived web: sharing data, 
tools and workflows
What can we learn 
from existing 
initiatives? 
Using personas to evaluate software for 
the Discovery, Delivery and Analysis of 
archived web data
Peter Mechant – imec-MICT, Ghent University






Five personas from the CORPUS project were considered: 
Cécile, a 50-year old art history professor, with very low ICT- and software skills but with a high 
expertise in the domain of human and social sciences.
Sofia, a 34-year old research engineer, who helps researchers with all digital related issues and who 
has subsequently a rather high level of ICT- and software skills but rather low domain expertise in 
human and social sciences.
Laura, a 27-year old PhD-candidate in history, with mediocre ICT- and software skills and with rather 
high domain expertise in human and social sciences.
Alexis, a 28-year old data scientist, with very high ICT- and software skills but with a low expertise in 
the domain of human and social sciences. In a sense this persona can be contrasted with the persona 
of Cécile.
Pierre, a 36-year old researcher studying literature, who has very low ICT- and software skills but a 





 Cécile Laura Sofia Pierre Alexis
 Professor in history PhD candidate in history Research assistant Researcher literature Data scientist
Wayback Machine +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Archive.is +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Memento Time Travel +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Archives Unleashed Cloud ++ ++ ++ ++ +++
Archives Unleashed Notebooks + ++ ++ + +++
Warclight + ++ ++ + +++
Archives Unleashed Toolkit + ++ ++ + +++
Webrecorder pywb + ++ ++ + +++
Browsertrix + ++ ++ + +++
ArchiveThumbnails + ++ ++ + +++
Shine + ++ ++ + +++
Warcbase + + ++ ++ +++
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) + ++ +++ + ++
Leximancer + ++ +++ + ++
WCopyfind + ++ +++ + +++
Mallet + ++ +++ + +++
CarbonDate +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Dorling Map Generator +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Raw Text to Tag Cloud Engine +++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Gephi + +++ +++ +++ ++
Alexis 
● as data scientist does not encounter lots of problems 
working with the tools as he has very high ICT- and 
software skills. 
● due to rather low expertise in the domain of human 
and social sciences actually using and interpreting the 




● possesses very low ICT- and software skills but has 
high domain expertise
● only the most basic tools offering simple (online) 
interfaces are in her reach;
● for more complex software she needs to acquire 
new skills or set up collaborations with other 
colleagues (e.g. Alexis or Sofia). 
Step 4
Bringing web archives closer to researchers
Ruest, N. (2020) Cloud-hosted web archive data: The 
winding path to web archive collections as data. 
Archives Unleashed project
• Variety of access modes 
(including data-level access)
• Importance of collaboration 
with the web archiving 
community
• Increased digital literacy skills 
or interdisciplinary 
collaboration 
Exploring how to pilot access to the 
Belgian web archive for scientific research? 
www.kbr.be/en/projects/digital-research-lab/ 
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